Cooking should be thought of as edible organic chemistry. For instance, what toasted bread, grilled steak, and crème brûlée all have in common is the Maillard reaction, a chemical process that combines sugars and amino acids into delectable, brown goodness.

Because such foods consist of a large variety of different molecules, it is largely unknown what compounds are present in cooked food after the Maillard reaction is complete. So, a team of researchers from Technische Universität München set about characterizing the molecules that are created when garlic is roasted.

To simplify their analysis, the researchers first used two of the main compounds found in garlic: glucose (a sugar) and S-allyl-L-cysteine (a slightly modified version of the sulfur-containing amino acid cysteine). They combined these compounds and heated them for one hour at 100 degrees C. in an oven, after which the reaction products were isolated and analyzed using standard chemistry techniques. The team discovered nine major molecules.

When given to a panel of volunteers, seven of the compounds were judged to be bitter; two of them were deemed tasteless, but one of these had a property known as "kokumi," which means it enhances other flavors.

With this newly acquired knowledge, the authors fried both garlic and garlic powder. Then, they isolated and quantified the nine molecules that they had previously detected and characterized. Only two of the nine showed up in appreciable concentrations, and only in fried garlic powder, not garlic. (See chart.)
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As shown, only compound #6 and #9 were created in concentrations great enough to surpass the taste threshold determined by the volunteers. In roasted garlic powder, compound #9 likely provides a perceptible bitter taste, while compound #6 enhances the other flavors found in food. So, the Maillard reaction does not appear to produce much of the flavor associated with roasted garlic or garlic powder. Those flavors may be due to other reactions or are intrinsic to garlic itself. However, the presence of a molecule that strongly enhances the flavor of other molecules may explain why garlic powder is such a commonly used ingredient in cooked foods.
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